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Dear Editor

Answer: The trial registration number of this study is CTR20150848. The CTR20130679 is connected number of this study, so, I corrected identification number in our new manuscript.

CTR20150848 you can through following steps to locate.

1) The appropriate link is “http://www.chinadrugtrials.org.cn/”

2) You can input "CTR20150848" into query box of “查询”

3) You will see the information page.

If you are still unable to locate the trial registration page for our study with the given trial registration number now, I will provide the detail of locating steps in future.

We can ensure the correct number of trial registration is provided.

We hope our study will be published in BMC Pharmacology and Toxicology as soon as possible. Thank you very much.

Best wishes,

Xueqing Li